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TV2 -- HE INTRODUCTION OF TELEVISION FOR,BLACKS IN

SOUT11 AFRICA

On January 1, five years after the introduction of a "White" service,

South Africa will la nch a television service for the country's approxiiiiately

20 million Blacks. .T1/2, ad-the Black system is known,, is unique for
5

several reasons- -the main one being its context of an apartheid, White-demi-
,

nated Society.
2

Although d scribed by the South African auth6riiies as a

system.for, and run largely by Blacks, TV2 will undoubtedly remain firmly in

White control. The'Afrika er-dominated South African Broadcasting corporation,
a

lihich will, aci as midwife and nurse for the Black service, will retain control

over all aspects ofb the se receuiting and training of staff, program.
, ,

'$7.

content and preparation, D nancial mat rs, and so on.
ti'v

Sothe of the questions arising from the imminent arrival of TV2 are asked

wherever television arriv s in dAeloping societies: What impact~ -will i.e

service have on the yolit cal and economic aspirations of a largely poor society?

HoW will a°commercial service change consumer spending patterns? What oppor-

tunities exist for' educational use of the system? How will Social life in
(

particular 'and the society in general be affected bylthe new system?

But with TV2,, an additional set of questions arises out of the syste

Unique South African con ext. For example, 4,7hat kind of ideological cons dera-

tions underlie TV2? Ancylow is it ultimately possible for anyone's values

except those of the White management to dominate the servic As a goveinment

agency, What unique credibility problems could eicoun er among the.B1p,-1,
o

audience for whom it is intended? Or, from the point of view of those opposed .

to ehe South African government, what kind of threat might the service be as,a

propaganda tool of the Pretoria administration.:given.the South African Broad-

casting Corporation's past record in its radio and White, TV services?

Referring to the introduction of TV1 in South Africa, Harrison and Ekman

3



say Svuth Africa .held four alternative hypotheses about its possible im-

pact: One was that TV would have no effect on ari'already Unfolding political

future. Anpther was that TV would accelerate existing trends and open up new
/-

ones. he third was that TV may prove to be more "narcotizing than mobilizing"
A

on thepopulation. Finally, they mention the "compleX,,differential impact"

hypothesis, which sugests tlidt "television's effect will be pervasive, but

that in some areas the medium will stimulate change while in others it may

inhibit and,diVert. 1,3

ie
Whether or hot it applies to TV1, this last hypothesis seems most accu-

rately_ to desc ) ibe the probable impact of TV2. Based on what little evidence

is currently available, the overall effects of the new service indeed seem

likely to be pervasive, complex andifferential. Each of the other, three

'hypotheses could also be maid to have at least some likelihood of being correct.

As.a whole, though, ;V s probable effects on South African society seem

likely to be,best described by the iiifferential effects hypothesis. Given the

inevitably speculative nature of this paper, the evidence to support this

'stance must be.tenuous at best. Nonetheless, this approach 411 serve as a

useful framewCtrk for analyzing various facetof this yet-to-be-launched

service.

An overviewof TV2's historical, and social context,:and its proposeb.for-

mat will reveal.the,main economic, political, liacial and sociq-cultural para-

meters within which the service will operails. Some of the key implicions'

these factors-raise are then discussed.

Historical and Social Context

It could be said that television in South Africa has a far shorter his-

.tory than its "non- history." When-the'country introduced dte service for Whites
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in 197,6 it belatedly joined the rest of the developed world." Several rea-
d -

sons account for South Africa's late intrAuctiop of television. These are

described well elsewhere.,
4

and no more than some of the main points need be

listed here. Harrison and Ekman say "the pros and cons of television were

perhaps more thoroughly debated (in South Africa) than in any other adopt-

ing society. "5 They describe the main factors underlying this delay as poll-

t4ical, cultural and economic.

Long opposed bv`the country's Nationalist government, 'I'll drew a wide

range of objections to its introduction. novernment supporters feared TV

world serve as a vehicle for propagating American and British culture, al the

ecl/pene of the Afrikaner and his identity. it was feared the mediuM would

unleash an quncontrollable flood of 'foreign' ideas, Western 'decadent' thd'ught

as well 6
as Eastern 'communist' ideologies.";

Opponents of the government, by contrast, feared the Pretoria adey-

?

stration would use a TV service for unashamedly ideological ends as a propa-

ganda vehicle that would serve the

Other "objections were that to

the expense.of the service did not war

tonal Party first and the'country second.

on simply "wasn't needed," and that

\

t its introduction. Also, questions

were raised about the form a service ought to take, if it were to reflect the

country's cultural apd*linguistid heterogeneity.

This to g "non-history" of television continued until the late 1960's.

The moo anding in 1969. ed to widespread disgruntlement among white South

Africans, who saw themselves as being the only grcup in the free world unable

to witness. this event on television. Their protestations, as_ well as political,

Changes that saw the demise of TV's staunchest opponent in the cabinet; pro-

vided the climate for the government to appoint a commission of enquiry about

the future of television. This 12- member body delivered its repOrt in March

1971, calling for the introduction:of a TV service for Whites. It also caled

for another, but separate, service to be introduced for Blacks as a follow-up



, to this bilingual (English and Afrikaans) service for Whites.
.

. ';

.

The service for thites commenced trial broadcasts late in 1975 and
A,. s

officially began operating in January'1976. tBut whatever firm plans the
, .

.

SABC had'for Black television had to,be shelved, mainly for financial reasons.
.

The minister concerned finally- announced in- October 1979 that this ser''ice

would, begin operating in January',1.982.

The )roportion of South Africap:Blacks currently owning, television sets
,

is roughly 2%s although viewership is-considerably higher: in 1979 13% of Badc s said
4

they tied viewed television during the preVious month, compared lith 93% of the

Whites.? In the game year, 9% of all adults.saying they had seen television,
1`....-..

,

I

within the:paat
',.

day were Blacks. The figures for other groups were Whites--

69%; Coloreds -(mixed race)--14%; and Asians-,.-8%.
8N,

...

! , ..
......,

This, then, is-the brief historical background to T1.7,2. But what is the

b oader socio-political:context into which the service comes? What are the
. ,

.

rotes 4 the.media in general and broadcasting in particular in .puth Africa?

Formal pre - publication censorship does not &ist.in South Africa. Nor

are the news media formally congored after publicatioti.(or broadcasting,. 's
1

'1

4

the case may be). But numerous laws and other restraints serve in effect to

limit greatly the scope of South African and international affairs on which

si
the coudtry's media may freely repOrt. The media generally' operate Wi\thin a

uniquely South African set of constraints. The most peominerkt of these'are

the law,'with limitations placed on the coverage of defense and prison' matters,

for instance; monopoly, as With the government-run radio and JTV t.ystg.Ms;,

economic constraints, whereby large capital reofirements in effect prevent
,

Black newspaper ownership, ,chile allOving fou major White..press groups, to

dominate the country's newspaper business; and the informal tlItimidation of

journalists, in the form of detention without trial, passport withdrawals, or

'

se.



even occasional phyalical beatings. 9. 411

5

It is no coincidence, ,critics of the South African government argue,

tha%*.the media have largely--if not totallycome. under gOvernment control.

As Seiler puts it, the central fact of South African political life is "the

ffective domination °Call paiiticaa institutions by Afrikaner na

lbVI e National Party, which has 'governed the country since. 1948, eff

balance in its dealigs with the press. The governmtnt keeps it su

nalism."
10

s a fine

dued

enough so that it will not threaten or hamper a goyernment-determined status

quo, while giving, it enough leeway to criticize so that many outside the coun-
.

tty. still refer the South'African press as the freest in Africa. 11
'Indeed,

the jcent towhiolg the English-language opposition press has criticized the

government in the past has made it the molt dffective White opposition within
. s..

a
14 the country, neplaIng even the traditi8nal parliamentary opposition forces,

1 j : argues
-

12rgues Poiter.

.. /'
. The gov nment's own press, by contrast, was fOunded as an arm ,of the

I .

.
,

)4

atioliNI-Party and continua to'speak either as an official or .unofficial

voice. The Afrikaans ptapets have during the past decade attained an increasing
i

independence of government, but they nonetheless remain among the most ilnflu-
-.

t

ential and'powerful institutions the National Pailty uses to retain its support
,

among,Whites,. -""
.

.

..

I

\

The country has 25 major daily and weekly'newspapers, about half of them

English'and half Afrikaans. The English languagepapers have higher circula-"

tions and although they.theoretically cater specifically to a White audience,

several,noW have more Black readers than White.- All the English papers are

anti-government, except one. All thelkfrikaans papers are pro-government.

The country's only major Black daily, Post, wag forced out of existence in

January 1981. This paper, and a weekly--Sunday Post, succeeded two ther Black

4
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A

papers,Jhe, World and Weekend World, both banned in October A977. The'-com

. . .

pany Publishing these four°papers, the White-controlled Argus group, has nowR °
.

launched the So tan. A weekly named after Sal4cto, the large B4StIrshtellit
*

!
city adjoining Johannesburg, it is !Likely to'iake a less critical stance than its
. :-. k.. . .

predeuessors;-which frequently angered the government with their criticisms.
i

Writing even before PusE) and Sunday Post were Closed, Hachten argued

that "a Black press as such hardly exists in South Africa today. Almost

all the estimated 200 to 225 Black journalists now active in Soyth African

journalism work on newspapers owned, andlhontrolled by White publishing organ-
* .

izations."13 "fhe.Black press," he adde , "which had flowered earlier {n this

century, has been systematically pruned nd cut down by official repressioes
.

a remark given further credence by the ev is of January.
. /)7 M

-
-4

Both radio and TV1, being close mirrors of government opinion; have _

paralleled the Afrikaans papers as de facto proponents. of the policy of,ip-

.1-lachten commeribed
afate development. Speaking spedificakly of telev

three years after TV1 began thyme tha service "is used as,e propaganda instru-

menE to espouse the politiCal goal4 and aspirations of Afrikanerism. The

government . ... keeps a fftm havApi on news and, public affairs reporting;A,
avoidin what it Considers disprtions of the English languagepre. Views

'(
5,.opposlg he government etlargely, gnored.0,

Radio Bantu, the. broadcasting service for Blacks, transmits SABC programs

in seven languages. The roots of this multilingual approach ultimately go

back to government's policy of separate development4t.,SABC policy in this
fi 1*

regard clearly mirrors the government's Aress'on prtserving what it sees as

the traditional cultural heritages of thd various ethnic groups comprising

the-South. African population. Critics charge that this policy is calcuiated

more to Prom4e the wider ideology of apartheid ("seParatenesS"). and continued

E



am,

1

isolation among there Black groups along "divide -and-rulo" lines.

Tomaselli and Tomaselli discuss the ideological role of Radio Bantu-
:

.even more critically. Describing it as an "ideological apparatus," they say

"It mediates acohercnt apartheid based reality which underlines the importave

of ethnic values linked to a linguistic system rootej in tribal imagery.

4Che system is further used, they say, to promote the benefits of capitalism

over other politico-economic systems. The communication of any 6leological*

alternatives to apartheid are carefully excluded from Radio Bantu, program con-

tent, they say, and conclude that the main purpose of the service is to pre-
4

pare mainly urban Blacks ideologically for their role in White-controlled cm(th

Africa. This, they predict, will alsObe the case with TV2: "therelis no

.doubt that this service wil4 concentrate.on preparing a numerically limited

group of Blacks for their social toles_as labor units in 'White' South Africa."
17

Despite a well-documented efithusiasm for Radio Bantuor at least for

part of its programming, significant numbers"of Blacks have also said they re-
,.

gard the service as a propaganda vel4cle of the Pretoria government. A 1975

sugvey indicated that a fifth of the black population viewed it in this right.

And, expressing concern from the perspective of the advertising community, an

ad agency head said in 1980 that research was revealing a heightened anti-

Radio Bantu stance, especially among youths who saw it as a government mouth-
s_

piece. He added: "Something similar could happen with Black TV. "19
1.

This question of TV2's credibility forms the focal point of much Of the

following discussion. For the moment, though, it is significant to note that

the climate of political hostility and division.which has long marked South

ii

.4

African race relations provides a unique setting for TV2's Introduction. Some

implications of launching this White- initiated service, within the/general frame-

work of a policy widely rejected by Blacks, are discussed later.
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South Africa's service for Blacks ,Jill have several similarities to

the existUng service for Whites.- Koth wil Lliroadcast for limited periods

each day;'bOrb will he commercial; both will broadcast, in at least two

tanguays; both"servjceswill rely heavily on license fees to supplement rev-.

enue from advert's ng; and both will initially aim .at the, country's urban
A

N.....areas. The kinds of equipment used will also he similar. TV2 is obviously
,

-

-modelled largely on the existing system.

Government Controlled: Like TV1 and the services of most European and Third

WOrid'countries,TV2 will be officially controlled - -by the South African Broadcasting

Corporation. The SABC is a bOdy established by parliament, and is responsible

to it.' The Co6ora)tfl control all South African radio and television broad-
.

casting.

The government is providing initial funding for the service, but only to

' the extent'of about $40 million. The additional needs, estimated at more than

$90 million, mus.pbe met by theSABC itself. 20
.
It will thus depend heavily

,..

on advertising to fund-TV2, using revenues from both the exist g and the new

services. To provide the SABC with immediate cash, the pr rtion. og air time

on TV1 allocated to ads was raiseG from 5% to 5.75%. This increase is expected

to provide'about $12 Million annually, which will be applied directly to TV2.
21

Iv

The other major source of revenue ,for TV2 will be license fetes, as is the .

case with TV1.' The annual fee of about $40 applies tp both monoatitame and color

sets.-- '(Average earnings for Blacks in non-agricultural sectors of the economy

were R1,589-4-about $1,826--in 108; for Whites, the figures were 4,792, or

$7,811.
22

) Projections,regafding initial sales of TV sets to Blac( ks can hardly
(a

be accurate, as those keenly concerned with possible sales and the'likely reach

into the Black community, both the SABC and the advertising community, have lit-

tle hard information, to rely on. And'although viewing is likely to be consider-.

ably higher than own rship, given the economic status of most Blacks and the

iu
,x)
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likely emergenco qf qtrong communal viewing patterns, makIng project load ,Hulot

aetua 1 revenues 1 rum license f nes ! 1;18 : 11717.ilirdOw: exert

The advertising agencies looking ahead to 7'V2 have two mlor concerns

about the service. The first relates to the system used on TVI to allocativ

r'iid space to clients, 4 system which will altto apply to 1V2. have limited

say in the actual place their ads will fill, heyondsomeehat broad time slots.

Also, since the SABC undertakes to provide at. least 12'30-second spots each year

to any prospective advlertiser, the bigger clients simply have to be satisfied

1,

to share what Is left of a limited number of available slot(`. The system has

led to much dtsgruntlement among advertisers, leading one agency to comment

that the SABC had always trifd to he fair to all. But "in trying to make every-

one happy, (le has) pleased no- one. "23

The secdd concern relates to the language requirements the SABC has placed

on advertisers: the ads must

each day's viewing., Since suc

n either of the two language groups comprising

step poses serious obstacles and costs for ad-

vertisers, many have argued in favor of a Black service broadcasting in English,

the lingua franca of urban Black South Africa. The costs of preparing an ad in

Zulu and then having t3 repeat it in Tswana, sayo.would be enormous, advertisers

argue, in addition to their charge that it is unnecessary.

Language: TV2 will have, like.TV1, abilingual service. The older service

alterrihtes its programming between a chunk of English- and Afrikaans-fenguage

content. Similarly, TV2 will alternate its rogram content betwe'm not just two

languages but In fact between two language groups: the Nguni languages (Zulu and

Xhosa) and Sotho (Northern and Southern Sotho, and Tswana). , More than 90% of.

Blacks living in Soweto, South Africa's largest Black city, speak one of these

five languages.
24

However, the same survey on which these figures are based also indicated
ger

that although 56% of tlpose polled said they understood Zulu (the Black language

11



most commonly spoken at home-0)..197dunderstood English. Suggestions from

various quarters

10

that. English he the language of a unilingual Black strvice have

had, no impact on thN.planner,: of TV2, however. Their policy of multi-lingual

broadcasting lihq its roots 'h) the activities of the Black radii) network, as des-

xribed earlier.

Another major consideration for avoiding English as the lingua franca of

Blauks on TV, radio or elsewhere in South African society, is the country's o

ficial commitment to "equal time" for the two official languagesof Afrikaans

and English. Ma0 Blacks regard Afrikaans with varyingitiegrees of dislike, as-

sociated as it is withk"the oppressor." The compulsory use of Afrikaans in

Black schools in fart helped trigger the 1976 unrest in Soweto, such was the

unpopularity it had among:Black youth. So, if South Africa's Afrikaner govern-
.

menu were to introduce,,a TV service. for Blacks broadcasting in Afrikaans, it

could expect far-reaching resentment. Offering such a service with English

language programs only, on the other hand, would constitute a severe embarrass-

Ment. Such a move would conflict with its fundamental policy of preserving ethnic

groups' cultural 'heritages, but it would also constitute an extremely painful'

emotional exercise for a people' whose history saw a long and bitter struggle

with English rutprs to obtain equal treatment for their own tongue.

.

n terms of government policy then, 'the Afrikaner-dominated $,i.BC has little

ption but to vote for a multi-lingual approach to TV2. Talsing'the approach

, 'several multi-lingual countries id Africa have embraced, of using English or

FrelcH as a "neutral" medium,. favoring no indigenous group,simply is not-possible

in South Africa: choosing either English or Afrikaans, or both, obviousl7

auses more. ideological and political headaches than it is worth.
//81.

Broadcast Times: The hours of transmission are hardly-ambitious, a least by

American standards. Mondays to Fridays will have, three houreof programming-
(

in the early evenings. Saturdays will have double that amount, boosted by

sports programs. Sundays will also have thtee kas hours% part of it for
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religious services. Total week1y'broadcasd,t time is thus 27 hours. Such limited
I-

hours are ob iously dictated by a concern not to promise more than the programmert

can supply. 1 'Mr

Copmercia10:. The service will have commercials from the outset, accounting for 8%,
Ar

of air,tihie. This contrasts with the figure' of 5.1'5%of air time allocated to ads

on TV1, an
. increase from an initial proportion of 5%...- The imount of time which

'
.

.

either service may allocate to ads is controlled. directly by parliamerit, (to whom ..-

- the SABC reports each year On Its broadcasting activities: q

\} But SABC-officials ttreAs that the service-, like TVr, is not a commercial

service as such. -A iirimary, concern ishigh standards and meeting the

qUirements,of Black viewers, not to ',seek maximum.audiences t the cost of.lower-
A

cultural re-

O'

' 25ing prqgcam standards or natrowifik the spectrUm of .appeal..."

Audience: Logically' enough, TV2 is to bd broadcast inftially to the country's

.
. major urbkareas, where a majority of South 'African Blacks now live. FiVa-trans-.

.,

mitters will initially broadcast from five citiesJohannesburg, Pretoria, Cape

, Tpwn; Durban and Port Elizabeth--and will reach an estimated 707.2of the potential

audience in these, areas. The single largest area is Soweto, with a population

'offi.pially estimated in 1980 to be 864,000,'a1though unofficially thought to be. as

high at 1.2 million. 26 The service is clearly aimed at an .urban audience, at least

initially, for several reasons.. Not only is it easier to transmitAprogramming to
O .

these densely populated regions, but this audiencealso consists of the more
it%

sophisticated and affluent Blacks who are more likely to watch TV, buy or rent

sets, and have the spending power sought after by the advertIters who will largely

underwrite the service.

Details on the expected size of the audience are not yet availabl At least

two studies are being conducted to derive estimated audience sizes, o th

advertising rates can be established,--

1 ti

initial



Program Content:

program material.

One of TV2's greatest difficulties is securing enough

12

Because of the SABC's'commitment to using indigenous Black.

languages, rather than English or even Afrikaans, as the medium for TV2, all

programming must either' be-produced locally oz else be imported and then dubbed.

If course, the. same applied to the Afrikaans programs of.TV1.. In this case

though the'SABC could draw at least pdrtially"on a relatively well established

local 41m industry that had been making Afrikaans films for several years.,

%.. .
, .

w Film making for Black audiences in South Africa, especially in the vernacular
e s

ar .

languages, is at no more than minimal levels. Also, the subject matteriof many

. , \ . / . -1

imported European TV programs' readily lent themselves do dubbing into Afrikaans.

Clearly, this will apply far less/fo programs for TV2,.

The head of TV2, Theuns van Heerden, expects much programming to be im-

ported from the United States, Britain and Europe,
27

And noting that Afrikaans

audiences soon got used to the strangenegs.of-Frenchmen'Or Germans speaking fluent

Afrikaans, he expects Blacks will similarly easily aljust to hearing JR plotting

and scheming in Zulu in a dubbed Dallas series.- (Dallas, together with High

Chapparalo,Chips and Taxi were among the favorite programs viewed on TV1 by Blacks

28
surveypd by a Johannesburg advertising agency. )

Van He'erden believes the large number of locally produced programs will con-
:,

stitute a great boost for Biagi( actors, playwrights, musictns and other artists.
. .

-TV2 advertised for nearly 1.,411,010 positions 1980, and received some 8,000 to

9,000 responses.

Besiaes dubbed Aperican TV fare sach as Dallas,'what else can TV2 viewers

C'expect? Two news programs each evening, of 15 minutes and 25 minutes respectively,

will rely,on TV1 for their material but will be presented by Lack announcers,.

Sports and music will feature prominently, even to the extent that Van Heerden

expe"cts Whites may switch to TV2 for this kind of entertainment. He regards this

as an area ip which the two channels will compete for viewers.' Other programming

14
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will consist of dratha, entertainment, culturil affalks, religion,*and ether

topics that will help to meet what Van Heerden descrihes as die. service's over-

'all purpose: to inform, educate and entertain, He adds bhoUgh that despite the

probably limited appeal of some programsithe SABO is c6mmitted to Catering t9 a i,

I

wide range df interests rather than drawing the largest possible audience at all
f )

times.

,TAis own admission, Van ti4 service to be weakest to the area

// $ k.
of.prdduction4because of a tack of experience. He points out that TV1 cold re-.

I -

I

cruit from abro4 to get

ifealing with training of

flty

necessary stet Aian ption not open to TV2. Everything

'staff has been tie service's responsibility, with one

partial exception. To
A
some extent it could draw on staff at Radio Bantu, in the

same way that TV1 tapped the ranks of experienced English- and Afrikaans-speaking

radio bi-oadcasters.

Of the nearly 1,000 personnel TV2 will hire,sabout a third will be directly

,- involved in programming, Van Heerden says.' Of these, he estimates that "99%"

will be Black. Only the most senior Rosts will be held by Whites, he adds.

As indicated earlier, TV2 has had no difficulty attracting potential Staff.

Van Beerden expresses satisfaction with their-overall. calibre. And althoug4 he

.regards,a lack Of.experienced personnel as a significant problem, he is convinced

that "we've got the material." Having been with Radio Bantu since its begin-

nings in1960,Van Heerden says he expects Blacks to do as well in working with

1 television-as he says they learned to do with radio.

Another dimension,of programming difficulties is the language question,

discussed in the previous section. The need for multi-lingual programming will

undoubtedly strain the service's limited financial and hnman,resources, rn corn.-

mon with the Afrikaans programs produced by TV1, none of1TV2's productions will

be avilable for resale without dubbing, as the channels 'languages are. unique

to South Africa. And, worse still, the likely market for Black South African TV

5
1



productions is of course the restdof Africa--countries that can often -ill

afford anything but the cheapest of Amefican soap operas pr situation comedies.
a

More. significant thoUgh is the political question: such is the hostility

With which'aimost.all of Black Africa presently-regards White-governed South
A

, Africa that a boycott of something as public as TV programming is a sine

non. Similarly, much though.they.,might welcoMe the revenue, few if

Africp coun ries can he expected to supply program material to TV2; the

price of p lftical ostracism from'the rest of Africa is simply too great.

ua

a

Well'aware of the difficulties of running a service catering to five

2 languages of two language groups, TV2 is committed splitting into separate

Nguni and Sotho services as soon,as possible. Two separate services could

'-quite likely he sustained by the kind of advertising volume that television

is likely to draw; already there are indications f&111 advertising agencies

that T72 Will be unable to supply the space their clients will want.
29

A

EconoMialptors: Two considerations can seriously hinder TV2's attempts to ,

111
. -;

<,

reach an udience worth selling to advertisers On the one hand, and justify-
.

ing its own fihancial outlay on the other. These are, how many urban Blacks

can afford to buy or rent TV sets, and even for those who can, will the non- ,

availability of electricity prevent them from doing so?

Although it has risen dramatichlly in the past, decade or so, the per

capita income for South Africa's urban Blacks is still about only one fifth

of that for Whites. Even those Black households with an above average number

of income-earners generally have nowhere near the kind of discretionary spend-

ing that mark the great majority of White families. As a result, the ability

of Blacks to buy even the cheapest monochrome sets, which sell at abOut $200,

is severely limited.
4

Several4ptions are open to makers of TV sets. One is producing cheaper

sets, a move made possible by aut easing of the standards the government

1
11 1
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,ly .

,. . .
.

_
.

required of manufacturers in TV's beginning days. Another is relying mu 'h;

more on rentals, and several businesses have begun exploring ways which would

'provide Blacks With sets without rgquiring what for them may be a large capital

oustlay. One scheme which was tested involved payment on a time basis: a charge

'af*50cents for every 150 minutes of-viewing.
30

The other problem concernt'the mailability of electricity in a city like

Soweto, obvidusly the largest 'potential audience for TV2. Estimates regarding

the number oflomes which now have access to electricity in4oweto vary con-

aiderably, butt an accurate one may be,14.6%
31

Plans are being implemented to
.41

bdost this number grea lyoin the net few, rears, but the question remains: will

enough of those wanting a set have the means to power it? (Introducing battery-

run sets, even if only as a stopgap measure, remains a possiblity, although it

is unclear either how well these would work or how popular they may be.)

'Hardware: The transmission system on.which TV2 will rely is idstntical to that of:
.

,
.

TVI. Studios are located in Pretoria and Johannesburg, and several outside broad-
, It

.

.
. .

cast units will also be used. These units are to be located in Durban and Port

Elizabeth, as well as Johannesburg and Pretotia, to supplement got studio faFU
.. i- 4

_ ,

ties in these two cities.

Having waited longer than almost everyone else before introducing their ini-
.s A. .

tial television servite,in 1976, the South Africans were able tgilhdp around and

take advantage of scume.of the best equipment available. Some critics in fact

charged that theaervice tlas unable to realize the potential of the best that
.

.

Eurbpe and the United States could svpplY.- Limited l'perating budgtts and woe-

fully inexperienced-staff led to a host of stories of incompetence behind 0.

rs'..i.,,-;-

scenes, as we] as an excruciating array-of on-screenblunders.

TV2 can expect similar/problems in using the even more up to date equipment

., f
it is buying., C laints t at little imagination and excessive bureaucratic

interference with TV1 program ideas have led to often dull viewing, could well

Wm.
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arise blith TV2. ' Unlese the right Mix of capable and imaginat4ye producers, and

an equally competent staff: 43f technicians and actors, are availlle, and receive

Management, all the best _intentions brought to TV2 maycome to:warm support fTom

nought.
if

TV2'.S Possible Impact \.
i ,,

.

. .

Given the context in which TV2 will'start broadcasting next year, what, are

some of the fMplications the service'hasfo'r South Afriban society? Am046 the
. .

1
.

most important are Pol ical issues, many inherent in the question, "Whorse values

will TV2 reflect?" The an er, say the service's planners, is those'of the
A

Blacks thpselves. Not so,' y some critics, Black and White, ofr the government,

They charge that TV2 will-'reflect the values of the White, Afrikaner state q

Presenting thisl)view, Tomaselli and Tomaselli note hat the service "is controlled

32 .

and organised by an exclusively White managemeht. Inevitably, the SAB can -be
A

.
.

expected to ,keep clope control on both the general direction,anl sific'Program
.

.
A ,-,-

content of TV2, run these predictions--and in,a way that will efie tAvely serves.

as Pretoria's mouthpiece,tO the nation. Judging:from various stu ies of SABC's

radio and Tt operations, a distinct, persistent, and,..at times unabashed pro-

government bias is the norm.rather.than.the exception in _program

a Johannesburg, advertising agency researching'TV2"s infrodUctio

"Respondents tended to:feel that Black-TV would be used ,to dissemi

k The fears that TV2 will similarly b come an ideological tool

foundation.. The touchstone by which the egearswii be measured

tent. Will programs discuss the.kind-o *issueS Blacks themselves

to everyday,life? It is hard to imae

icipants criticizing government policyon Blac

criminatory job laws, influx control, and
I

ntent.32 And

oted. that

nate propaganda."

r..

are not without

is program con- ,

see as central

k-show or panel discus kon with part-

education, urban housing, dis-=

t iso on. s harder still to imagine
-

such volatile content as regular fare on TV2. Far more likely, judging again

from the content marking the White service, a play-it-safe approach seems sure

1
, A I
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tofprevail. Commenting after a year of TV1, an Afrikaans TV critic lamented

flthat.programs reflected .a notable lack of discussion of South Africa's pressing

social, racial and po.liti roble s. Tackled by an Afrikaans newspaper on

(this) criticism, the SABC repl 'We have nothing to say at this Aage.'

Will it ever? Or will it constantly dike the big issues?"35 Many would say

nothing has changed since.

In fairness., TV1as touched on some controversial issues during its five

'years of exIgidnce. Yet the scales tip so heavily in favor of a conflict-avoidance

/.

approach to programming that a similar stance can readily be expected On 1!V2.

But many expect that, TV2 will not Merely try to avoid controversy;

they predict,.actively promote National Party ideology. John Rees, 'director of

the South African Institute of Race Relations, says Blacks regard TV2 with great

suspicion, fearing it. will- be an "indoctrination service. 36 While he recognizes

TV2 could have a major positive role to play in South Africa, he believes "the

go has already shown its hand by appointing all Whites to head the service. "3:

v/P
By doing this,-Rees and'others argue, the govkinment has serfOualTundermined the

service's credibility even before it starts. As a segment of South Africans,

presumably including the great bulk ofthe Black population,, ratd anything
.

ming from thelgbvernment with tbe attitude"Can anything good come,from Pretoria?',

'stem-

0

TV2 bust inevitably be viewed in-the same light--even before broadcasting its

( .
. .

first prbgram.
''...A C i

Even government opponents like Rees acknowledge that the number of Blacks
.

,j4kely/tb translate such suspicion into'an actual bOy tt of TV2 is small. The

inovelty of the service will undoubtedl, make it'highly attractive to its poten-

tial audience. Rees; fOr one, is concerned that the service would be hard to

resist d would prove "an irresistible tempt ion for young-Black viewers" in

rticular:38

Government critics fear that TV2 will pr much sport, music, comedy
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'

s 4 ',.,
'light drama, and other 'diversionary' viewing, at the expense of material

)

addressing the more substantive,ld serious problems facing South Africa.

) it.

Expressed differently, these critics are concetned.that the world TV2 portrays
.

,..

18

will be far(remoVtd from the problems of discrimination, unemployment,laCk
4

of education and poverty--issues dominating the lives of the bulk of South

African Blacks. Instead, they are anxious that the service play a 'develop-

mental' role in South Africa, however thi\is.defined. The prospect that TV2
s,

may offer\ no more than 'mere entertainment,' accordilg to this view,

as being wasteful at best and manipulative and diverSioharleat worst.

Thus, sun Critics are also concerned th
u.

and persuasively,

This view

s seen

TV2' tent will actively

Merits of the gove 's separatist policies.c

that TV2 woulirdistract viewers from their situa-
,

'tion, so pOqr >0 Haxrison4and Ekmanls 'narcotizing' i4r42thesis.
-re%;

Weigb4,4ainst this', arethe economic realities facing TV2.

.For whatever commitment TV2's planners may have to Pretoria's racial policies',

they 411 d'to
s
balance specifically ideological (and hence potentially

unpopUlsr) content against the need to sell'an audience to advertisers. This
,

audience, overwhelmingly urban, is far les' etbnitally oriented than the rural'

L!communities whom TV2 hopes to reach only l ter.

AnTer major polieical nest on Arising concerns the effect TV2 might

have on'Black identity, a key aspect of which is ethnicity: Whatever trends

exist in urban Black areas towards a lessening emphasis on ethnic identity,

goVernment policy officially goes in just the opposite direction. Many Blacks,

especially urban ones, insist on regarding South Africa as a single political

entitr, while government policy calls for the constitutional development of the

country's various Black groups,to full 'nationhood.' This policy has already

led td independence for three 'homelands,' but urban Blacks in particular re-

ject it as a 'divide-and-rule' strategy by the White government.
39

20
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Thesetwalcipposite forces, social pressure against thelreservationAof

ethnicity and official actions intended to foster it, lead to something of

as schizophrenia in contemporary urban Black South Africa. TV/will., on

have
,

balance, to favor one or the other of these two direct,ions. Ai if

0 .

the net effect of the programming is to promote a,,,,r4vhomogenized, non-

ethnic urban Black sqciety, whatever the intentions of TV2's planners, this-

would be in direct_op ition to the government's basic philosophy. On the

other hand, programming might discourage Blacks from seeing themselves as
.

"South Africans" rather than as Zulus, Xhosas, Twahas, and so on. If so, ,
,

this would run. counter to the existing trend toward non-ephnicity urban'

BlaCk politics. So, whichdver of these two main trends TV2 helps promote

(and seems unlikely td have a merely neutral effect), the 'differential

impact' hypothesis tends to be supported.

In course TV2's impact is unlikely to be simple and une

vocal:on attitudes towards ethnicity, especially since a range of attitudes

towards the issue exists among urban Blacks themselves. e effect TV will

haVe on urban Black attitudes,toward ethnicity.is thus to var consid-

erably, meking'the "differential impact" hypothesis even mor plaus .le.

'V2's programming may not be as blatantly pro-government as me nay.

fear. Yet the very 'fact that it will originate it Europe, Britain, he U.S.
. G

,

or the SABCis own studios means it will surely reflect a largely capita ist

and Western word. view -- values which TV2's intended a ience by no means

accepts unquestion gly4
4:4

On the contr , the question of "selling capitalism" to South Afri a 1 s

Blacks--or east to enough of them to form a sizable4 iddle class -- has

emerged as a distinct ideological issue in recent fears Many White South

Africans, even those opposed to the government, have ur ed Pretoria to help

establish a Middle class committed to South Africa's capi alist economy.
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Government critics, however, see tls move to create a Black "{puffer" group

as yet another "divide"and-rule" tactic intended to undermine Black political
44.

4

forces in their quest for fundamental. change in South Africa, cfiange which

/

many Blacks believe_necessitate A move towards a more socialist economic

system.

Capitalism clearly has had a bad press long many urban Blacks. A

series of focus group discussion Iheld by a JoilAnnesburg advertising agency

found that most urban Blacks aged 18 to 40 felt as follows: "Capitalism was

associated with greed.,.; selfishness and exploitation rather than with the

( It

definition of a capitalist, namely someone who'goes into business for himself,

.

which we fed into the groups to get'reaction. Even if Capiplism might offer

some benefits, these were for Whites.',40
. .

Although not the os immediate of its Implications, the role TV2.will

play in promoting a capitalist system which has questionable support from

%
South African Blacks remain§ a fundamental issue. Were it'hot for the nega-

tivetcontaxt in whichpeapitalism operates In'South Africa, its could readily
or,

be arg.5.144rthat Harrison and Ekman's hypothesis that TV would accelerate

existing trends and open up new ones would have most validity about capitalism's

future. All indidations are that TV2 will IPlay-a-gigni tcant role in ilsten-
.

. , .

ing the incorporation of alack South Africahs into the country's' consumer

economy But this is not likely to be an unqualified development, as we have

seen. The strong reservations felt towards capitalism will surely complicate

TV2's overall impact. Again, the probability of complex and differential

rather than simple orugi7dimensional change seems most probable.

The service will presumably affect the life of South Africa's urban Black

community at various levels, for example, in the preparation of programs,

their viewing-, and the effects this viewing will have. So, an extensive

impact on theltrks of Black writers, actors and produters is likely. Many

"a
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thespians will take advantage of the new opportunities TV2 will bring. For

others, though, the question of possible censorship or other kinds of limits

on expression may redefine their perceived. roles as artists. As announcers

and. actors gain popularity, they will undoubtedly emerge as celebrities in r
I

Soweto and other urban Slack areas.

In a society-with rela vely low incomes, extensive communal viewing

is likely arise as groups of friends and family members gather in homes

or institutions. Also, an entrepreneurial spirit may emerge as a 25 or 56)

cents a night "viexiteA;' fee," or whatever the market will bear, becomes a
1

standard way of getting friends and family, and perhaps strangers'too, to

help redeem capital or rental experises. 'Existing leisure activities and

visiting patterns could undergo dastic changes. TV sets will become new

status symbols. And, if programs are popular enough, emptier township

. streets Ct night could lead to a lower crid% rate in Soweto and similar, urban

-./areas.

The ser ice will presumably boost the ec nomic well being of a small

group of Blacks. No doubt the advertising dustry will spawn an elite

group of *cell remunerated Black models. lack actors and announcers will

probably attain a wider visibility in thje community, if not a comparable

financial standing. (The SABC has ne r been known jpr generous salaries.)

Economic spinoffs in commerce and industry could also see ag upsurge in jobs

for Blacks in marketing and sales.,

Job-related economic considerations will affect only a small proportion

of South African Blacks, however. The major impact of TV2 will probably be on

consumers. Advertising to Blacks is"currently done mostly via Radio Bantu

and newspapers. As Black discretionary spending grows, a commercial TV service

can be expected to give ,a substantial boost to the retail sector of the

economy.

tits
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e

ri This sector of course includes the overwhelmingly White TV manufac-

turers and retailel According to an'es>blate in February 1980, South

Africa had about 180,000 TV set'--a figure predictedoto riser to 385,000

by 1983. _the bulk of thi 00,000 increase "is expected to come from the

Soweto market,
41

Tcational4 too, the service Wili)undoubtedly play a major, if

informal, role in B ck'society. Van. Heerden,has even described the service

as a kind of "university of the air."
42

Indeed, he sees education as one

of the service's main objectivqPes. On the question, of using the service for

more formal educational purposes, however, he says TV 2 will be opei to

whatever initiatives come from the government departffent responsible for

BILacle education. He adds that he sees the channel specifically as a vehicle
0 .. f/

for educational purposes.

Inevitably, the _question of ideology again Irises: what kipd of educa-
.

1

" tion, whetlier formal or informal, will TV2 provide? Yet again tht answer

is likely to come in 'complex, differential' terms. As with the various

other possible areas of change, educational influences of'TV2 seem highly

unlikely 10 be simple or uni-dimensional.

CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of a t 1 vision service for Blacks in South Africa in
in>

1982 is likely to accelerate th already prominent westernizing tendencies

present in the Black urban community. Speaking en the fikely effects on

the Black community of their own sery ce, Tom de Koning, Rand Afrikaans

University Professor of Communication , said: "The greatest effect on the

Blacks will bg the raising of their cultural aspirations. They will see they
4

Blacks with cars, houses and so on and ask, 'Why can't I have that?' In a

real sense there will be a 'westernization' of Blacks because of television.

)
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And, especially significantly in the South African context, he adds that

"their political claims will escalate as a result."
44

Quite how TV2 will play a politicizing role is unclear, yet there seems

little doubt that it will. It could t,eadil4 be linked to economic
4

consid-
e.-

erations, such as the,continued incorpoliction of South Africa's Blacks into .

country's consumer economy, and a possibly corresponding emergence\of

\\
a Black middle class.

Cultural, sociological and educational changes are likely to'-be far

reaching. But here too the possible effects of TV2 can only be predicted

broadly, becle of the inherently speculative nature of this paper. Just

what.will chlange in Black South African life, and to wbat eXtent, is impos-

sible to say. How thtse Changes will be accommodated within the existing

society is even more difficult to predict at this stage.

But, the available evidenceo judging from TV2's context and proposed

format, suggests that the seArice will have a Tplex and pervasive impash

in various areas 4 South African life. According-t6 Harrison and Ekman's .

fourth hypothesis, "in some areas the medium will stimulate change while

in others it may inhibit.
45 4

Most likely to, be stimulated are economic, social and educational values,

as well as some political aspirations. Depending on TV2's ideological con-

tent, some other political values may be inhibited or diverted.

But whatever the overall impact TV2 may have,in South Africa, the Uni-

que socio-political milieu in which the service will operate makes predicting

its role a hazardous and complex task. Precisely because of this complexity,

the introduction of TV2 constitutes an unparalleled case study for mass me

students. Neglecting the rich range of research opportunities that TV2 off

would be cause for considerable regret.
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